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The OPERA experiment

732 km

Oscillation Project with Emulsion tRacking Apparatus

OPERA is a long baseline neutrino oscillation 
experiment aiming at the detection of ντ appearance in 
an almost pure νµ beam (CNGS)

CNGS beam optimized to maximize the number of ντ
CC interactions: taking into account the ντ CC cross 
section and the τ production threshold 

� νµ flux “off peak” w.r.t the maximum oscillation 
probability (~1.5 GeV)

L 732 km

<Eνννν> 17 GeV

(ννννe+ννννe)/ννννµµµµ 0.87%

ννννµµµµ / ννννµµµµ 4.0%

ννννττττ prompt negligible

M. Dracos @ plenary (03.07.2009)
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The OPERA detector

20m20m

10m10m

10m10m

SM1
SM2

Total target mass ~ 1.3 ktons

Target section:
27 brick walls (75000 bricks)
31 Target Tracker walls (TT) 

Magnetic spectrometer:
22 RPC planes
6 drift tube planes (PT stations)

Brick selection

µ ID, charge, momentum

Calorimetry

Neutrino interaction trigger

νννν

B = 1.53 T

Brick: ECC target basic unit  
(57 nuclear emulsion films 
+ 56 lead plates)

N. Naganawa @ parallel (02.07.2009)
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Cosmic ray studies with OPERA

Gran Sasso underground lab:  
on average 1400 m of rock 
shielding, cosmic ray flux 
reduced by a factor 106 w.r.t. 
surface, low radioactivity rock

OPERA vs. previous and current underground 
experiments: charge and momentum measurement 
with the spectrometer at large depth.
Two analyses performed:

• Atmospheric neutrino induced muons
• Atmospheric muon charge ratio

14
00

 m

Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS): the largest underground lab in the world

CNGS beam events are identified through a timing coincidence with CERN

� possibility to collect cosmic events during the physics run 
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Up-going muons detected by OPERA: using the Target Tracker timing information,
the analysis discriminates between up-going and down-going tracks

Almost all 
beam events 
are up-going 
(exit angle      
~ 3.4 deg)

Discrimination by the “speedside”:

+1 up-going particles

-1 down-going particles

speedside = (1/β)×(side angle sign)

Atmospheric neutrino detection

Convention:

β > 0 if tback > tfront

β < 0 if tback < tfront

� Analysis limited by the acceptance for through-going tracks: ~600 m2 sr
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From a full Monte Carlo simulation based on the Honda flux calculations, 6.4 events 
were expected in 254 days of data taking (after cuts on the minimum number of 
digits and on the “speedside”): Nb TT planes > 20 AND 0.75 < speedside < 1.25  

observed events : 5

2 events classified as up-going muons

Atmospheric neutrinos detected by OPERA
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The atmospheric muon charge ratio Rµ = Nµ+/Nµ- mainly depends on:
1) the composition of primary cosmic rays (proton over neutron fraction) 
2) the hadronic interactions in atmosphere (π+/π- and K+/K- ratios)

→ this measure can provide constraints on theoretical hadronic models, in particular for 
fluxes of atmospheric TeV ν‘s (dominated by K production).

OPERA can measure the atmospheric muon charge ratio 
in the TeV energy range, where the kaon contribution becomes significant.

Underground experiments 

measure the charge ratio in 

a high energy region: 

muons are energy-selected 

with the overburden

µ
<Eµ> underground:   ~270 GeV

<Eµ> surface cut-off: ~1500 GeV

About 2): The underground charge ratio measurement gives useful information on K production 
in the TeV fragmentation region, where there are no data from accelerators

About 1): OPERA can provide Rµ separately for single muons and multiple muon bundles, testing 
the hypothesis of “dilution” of charge excess in neutron-enriched primaries.

Atmospheric muon charge ratio
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Phenomenological background

Simplified model of the atmospheric muon charge ratio (Gaisser)

where Eµµµµ is the muon energy in atmosphere, θ is the zenith angle, γ ~ 2.7 is the primary cosmic 
ray spectral index, aπ/K and bπ/K are known kinematical factors, επ/K are π/K critical energies. 
The spectrum weighted moments are defined:  

Measuring Rµ as a function of Eµcosθ we can infer the 
parameters Rπ = ZNπ+/ZNπ- and RK = ZNK+/ZNK-

where σij are the inclusive cross sections and xlab~XFeynman

OPERA is the underground experiment with the largest <Eµcosθ>

- UTAH (1975):   <Eµcosθ> ~ 500 GeV

- MINOS (2007): <Eµcosθ> ~ 1000 GeV

- OPERA (2009): <Eµcosθ> ~ 2000 GeV
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Monte Carlo simulation and 
event reconstruction

Experimental data:Experimental data:

From June 18th until 
November 10th 2008.

Selection of good quality 
running periods:

113.4 days of livetime

403069 events

Dedicated pattern recognition for cosmic event analysis: 
takes into account event topology and multiple events (µ bundles):

� Hough transform + pivot points method

We used two Monte Carlo simulations :
1) a parameterized generator with a primary chemical composition based on the 

MACRO fit model [M.Ambrosio et al., Phys. Rev. D56 (1997) 1418], for unfolding and 
data comparison;

2) a FLUKA-based (full) generator, to infer the surface muon energies and primary 
cosmic ray features associated with underground muons.

Monte Carlo sample:Monte Carlo sample:

30 days of livetime

111231 events
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Charge reconstruction

The charge and momentum reconstruction is performed for tracks crossing at least 
one magnet arm using the bending angle information (∆φ)

Top view of the 
OPERA detector

For the data selection at track level we apply two quality cuts:

� Cut 1: removal of PT noisy events

� Cut 2: cut on the ∆φ resolution

For this kind of analysis we use only events passing through the spectrometers: the number of 
events is reduced by the detector acceptance

µµµµ
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Quality cuts

Cut 1: number of digits allowed from geometrical considerations:
Ndata(re-scaled) = Ndata – NMC(geometrical)(φ)

Geometrical MC dependence on the φ angle Re-scaled distribution of the 
experimental number of PT digits

The cut is chosen at 3σ of the gaussian fit on MC data.

We verified by visual inspection that events removed by this cut have many PT digits fired 
due to interactions, showers, δ-rays 

cut at 3σ



misidentification probability

Quality cuts

Cut 2: Cut on bending angle information below the PT resolution

before Deflection cut after Deflection cut

We choose the cut: ∆φ/σ∆φ > 3

Rµ saturates above 3σ; as expected, for lower number 
of σ, Rµ � 1 (charge misidentification ~50%, total 
randomization of charge reconstruction)

We also require ∆φ < 100 mrad, to reject isolated 
secondary particles produced at large angles by high 
energy muons

µ+ µ+µ- µ-

MC distributions 
are split in the 2 
regions µ+

true and 
µ-
true

Exp. data

MC data
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Charge ratio measurement

The total number of experimental events after cuts is 44370.

Progressive reduction 
as rate [events/day]

Using MC1, we evaluated the misidentification probability η, as the frequency of wrong 
reconstructed charge. After cuts, η = (4.12 ± 0.14)%

The Rµ computation  

Final result: Rµ(Mµ = 1) ≠ Rµ(Mµ > 1) at 2.1σ

gives the results, for singles (Mµ = 1) and multiple muons (Mµ > 1) separately:  

15



Systematic error estimate

Two main sources for the systematic error:

� PT station misalignment 

� Misidentification probability determination

� PT station misalignment: Two-arm test

• computation of the difference between ∆φ angles for 
tracks crossing both magnet arms in each spectrometer 

� Misidentification probability: only from experimental data

• for tracks crossing both magnet arms, computation of the 
probability of reconstructing opposite charges � we find ηreal

SM2

SM1

Propagating the error on the mean value (0.04 mrad) in 
the Rµ computation �

The difference between ηreal and ηMC (0.007) is quoted as systematic error on η�
propagating in Rµ � only positive contribution! (ηreal ≥ ηMC) 
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The Eµµµµ cosθθθθ dependence

Final data sample divided in three bins of Eµ cosθ (resolution dominated by the 
stochastic term in the energy loss)

� Compute and unfold the charge ratio in each bin

� Fit with the function

keeping the meson charge ratios as free parameters (fixing RKπ)

MC2 true values of Eµ cosθ

in the three bins 
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MINOS: Phys. Rev. D 76 (2007) 052003

L3+C: Phys. Lett. B 598 (2004) 15

Data from:

UTAH:  Phys. Rev. D 12 (1975) 20



Conclusions

We presented two cosmic ray analyses performed with the OPERA detector

� Atmospheric neutrino detection: the first 5 atmospheric neutrino induced 
events were observed

� Analysis limited by the detector acceptance � we are now collecting more 
statistics!

� Atmospheric muon charge ratio:

� the distinct measurements for single muons and for muon bundles give a 
2.1σ effect of charge dilution, due to neutron-enriched primaries

� Rµ fit as a function of Eµ cosθ gives the meson charge ratios

� the peculiar rock-zenith configuration of Gran Sasso mountain profile 
allows to see the rise in the charge ratio due to kaon increasing contribution 
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Spares



Charge ratio measurement

Single-muon charge ratio measurement for the different categories: 

Primary cosmic ray characteristics related to single and multiple muons (from MC2): 



Momentum resolution

Momentum resolution for singlets+mixed and doublets separately:

Maximum detectable momentum at the intersections with the line δpµ/pµ = 1 
� 150 GeV/c for (mixed+singlets) and ~500 GeV/c for (doublets) 

Black circles: doublets

White circle: mixed+singlets



Checks on systematic analysis 

No time variation of the measured 
charge ratio 

1. Charge ratio measurement with inverted magnet polarity (misalignment check):

~9 days of livetime

Measured value

Unfolded value

within the statistical uncertainty

2. Independent measurements in each magnet arm: 

3. Time variation: 



Final meson charge ratio results 

Fixing the fraction of kaons over pions in atmosphere (Gaisser):

(and the kinematical parameters)

If we fix Rπ to its best fit value, and let RKπ and RK variate, we obtain:



From: [MINOS Collaboration], in ICRC ‘07 proceedings 
(arXiv: 0706.0538v1); also in arXiv:0906.3726v1

The Eµµµµ cosθθθθ regions

“Teramo Valley”


